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Message

from

LAA President

“Art to Soothe the Soul” at Piedmont
Center for the Arts

We have two special events coming up. The first is a
celebration of the LAA exhibits that have been held at
the Lafayette Town Hall Theatre Gallery for the past
decade. (The current show is the last) We will have a
farewell gala reception on May 21st from 1:00 to 3:00
pm to honor and celebrate our relation with the theatre. Please join us and bring friends and family. Many
thanks to JoAnn Lieberman who has curated and hung
these shows professionally and beautifully all this time.

Lamorinda Arts Alliance is proud to announce a new
show at the Piedmont Center for the Arts, “Art to
Soothe the Soul,” opening Saturday, May 6th. Join the
artists of the Lamorinda Arts Alliance for this soulful
exhibition and help yourself feel good! The show will
run through Sunday, June 11th.
Artist Nicole Wakeman's acrylic painting, "Personal
Music," is the featured piece of art for the show.

The second event is a lovely new show, “Art to Soothe
the Soul”, to be held at the Piedmont Center for the
Arts from May 6th to June 11th. A reception will be held
on Friday, May 26th, from 6:00 to 9:00 pm. Again, bring
family and friends and join fellow LAA artists for the
show and reception.
Full information on both events is in the newsletter.
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“Personal Music” by Nicole Wakeman

Head juror, Pam McCauley, curated this vibrant show
of color, which is soothing and exciting – both at the
same time.
Pam started painting at a young age with her mother
and uncle. In college she graduated with a BA in Fine
Arts and a year later a teaching credential. While at
Occidental College she was fortunate to take many
classes from painter Robert Hansen and sculptor and
painter Robert Bassler. After college she taught art at
Lincoln High School in East Los Angeles.
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LAA, organizing shows at the Moraga Country Club,
Lindsay Dirkx Brown Gallery, Pine Street in Martinez,
Piedmont Center for the Arts, and the Orinda Library.

“Gift“ by Tanya Knoop

“Innocence” by Pam McCauley

Her primary motivation in painting is to capture the
feeling that objects and people are emitting. Lately she
has focused on painting “characterizations” not portraits of live models. She credits Lynn Glenn, Nancy
Robinson, Jackie Carroll, and Mira White with pushing her to stretch her figurative paintings. She is an unabashed colorist and describes her work as expressionistic bordering on the abstract.

Participants in the Piedmont Show include Alys Briggs,
Mark Coffey, Jane Corich, Donald Fones, Sylvia Fones,
Carla Gelbaum, Lynn Glenn, Jennifer Granat, Marian
Harris, John Hopper, Tanya Knoop, Jan Lainoff,
Marilyn Mansfield, Yolanda Mihic, Judith Mortensen,
Pat Moseuk, Rashmi Rajesh, Joani Share, Jan St. Onge,
Janice Stamos, Ruth Stanton, Hallie Strock, Sharon
Tama, Karen Thapa, Dee Tivenan, Nicole Wakeman
and Carolyn WarmSun.

Pam is part owner and artist member of Main Street
Arts Gallery in Martinez and has spent the last two
years prior to 2017 as Vice President of Exhibits for the

“Lake Oswego” by Ruth Stanton
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“Magical Forest“ by Hallie Strock
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A reception will be held on Friday, May 26th from 6:00
to 9:00 pm. The artists will talk about their inspiration
during the Question & Answer Session from 6:30 to
7:30 pm. Please don’t miss it!!
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“Our Last Picture Show” at Town Hall
Theatre Gallery
After over a decade of collaboration, this is the final
exhibition of the Lamorinda Arts Alliance at Town
Hall Theatre Gallery. We invite you partake in this final
show and join us from 1:00 to 3:00 pm on Sunday, May
21st, for a farewell gala reception.
Participating in the final show is Ruth Kolman Brophy,
a painter and printmaker living and working in the San
Francisco Bay Area. Her paintings, prints and digital
works use intense color and swooping meandering
lines to impart joy, love and a zest for life.

The Piedmont Center for the Arts is located at 801
Magnolia Ave, Piedmont. The gallery is open Saturdays
and Sundays from noon to 3:00 pm, except May 20th
and 21st, and during regularly scheduled performances.

After a career in architecture, construction management and real estate development, artist Mark Coffey
decided to try something different and began to publish a magazine which kindled his interest in digital
painting. “Some mistakenly believe that digital painting is a computer creation but in reality, the computer
and its software are just tools the artist uses to create a
painting.”

“Martini” by Mark Coffey

“Blossoming Dreams” by Lynn Glenn
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Helen Chu-Hirschberg uses Prismacolor pencils on
neutral paper to create images of the natural world.
Chu-Hirschenberg began to use pencils on her travels
around the world. “It was a lightweight and dry me-
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dium, portable as can be.” Her works combine color,
composition, texture, light and ambiguity.
For abstract painter Lynn Glenn, color is delicious.
“Color is my world; it starts everything going,” says
Glenn. Her work is a joyful exploration, focusing on
texture, line, shape and composition. “I utilize these elements as they develop their own life in my paintings
and lead me to wonderful incredible discoveries.”

“Salt Ponds” by Pat Moseuk

Jeffrey Tover discovered his passion for art while working in the Graphic Arts Department of his high school
in Benicia. After careers in sales and health care, he
turned to painting as a creative outlet for his mind
and his soul. He has studied at the San Francisco Art
Institute and taken classes from local artists. Tover is involved with the local art communities and is Chairman
of the Board at Arts Benicia.

“Vintage 1” by Lynn Glenn

For this show, acrylic painter Jan Lainoff fashioned an
abstract grid providing a “holster” for her word-like
gestures. Lainoff used hot-glue to develop an “undecipherable script… which transmits secret mystical
knowledge.”
Yolanda Mihic enjoys mixed media art because it allows her to create texture and juxtapositions that would
not be possible with just one medium. “Just as looking
at recipes make me want to cook, looking at the texture
and color in other people’s art inspires me to create.”
Pat Moseuk started painting at the age of five and had
her first solo art show at 17. She worked as a designer
and illustrator for several years but always gravitated to
fine arts. “My paintings are a reflection of what I see,
feel and interpret,” says Pat. “I start with a theme and
then engage in a dialogue with the piece, layering texture, papers, found objects and vivid colors.”
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“Midnight Shift” by JoAnn Lieberman
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JoAnn Lieberman describes her work as an “exploration that gives me the freedom to play.” She drips,
splashes, drizzles, sprinkles and sprays acrylic paints to
create the substrate on which to build her paintings.
“I often incorporate collage elements – fabric, twine,
newspaper and magazine clippings as well as odds and
ends that I find everywhere,” says Lieberman.
Roberta Wellburn-Milstead’s earlier work was in photography, with a primary focus on the darkroom process, but she now uses acrylic paints and found objects
in her mixed media pieces. Milstead’s work is often
influenced by issues of national or social inequities.
“Evident in my work is a remnant of a word or a letter
which may often be disguised or buried beneath several layers of scratched pigment,” she explains.
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Pop-Up Show
Schwartz

and

Sale

for

Strotz

and

Lorna Strotz and Cathleen Schwartz are having their
3rd annual pop-up gallery show in June. Lorna paints
encaustics and watercolors, both realistic and abstract.
Cathleen’s latest work depicts luscious fruit in a classic
still life style in watercolor.

“After the Rains” by Lorna Strotz

The show will be June 17th and 18th from 10:00 am to
5:00 pm at 1301 Monterey Avenue in Berkeley, across
the street from the legendary Monterey Market for produce in Berkeley.
Come help us celebrate the end of an era! For over a
decade, Town Hall Theatre Gallery has showcased
the work of hundreds of Contra Costa County artists.
Join the Lamorinda Arts Alliance to honor Town Hall
Theatre’s strong support, the artists that exhibited there
over the years and JoAnn Lieberman, our talented
curator.
Whether you’ve exhibited at Town Hall or enjoyed the
art while attending a play, please join us on May 21st for
refreshments, a glass of wine, andshare memories and
meet other LAA members.
“Berries and Cream” by Cathleen Schwartz

Come see what they’ve been painting! Lorna’s work can
be seen at www.StrotzArt.com and Cathleen’s work can
be seen at www.CathleenSchwartzWatercolors.com.
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“Experiments and Explorations” at
Moraga Art Gallery

wheel-thrown porcelain with hand-built components,
creating richly textured and colorful forms of unconventional beauty.

June 7th marks the arrival of a new exhibit at the
Moraga Art Gallery. The show’s title, “Experiments and
Explorations,” suggests adventurous efforts by artists
who take risks and follow less-traveled creative roads
searching for unpredictable results that expand viewers’ sense of the possible in art and yet, satisfy their
craving for the familiar.

Ceramics by Lauri Moffet Fehlberg
“God’s Grandeur” by Pat Hayashi

Patrick Hayashi is the exhibit’s main featured artist.
Now a Gallery member, he took up art after retiring
from UC thirteen years ago. Thinking at the time that
art mastery was beyond reach, he decided to explore
various media and styles. He ventured successfully
into oil and watercolor painting, probed semi-abstract
monotypes, and created “Zencaustics,” a personal variety of encaustics - i.e., melted beeswax. He also expanded his repertoire into printmaking, etching, and
drawing in graphite, ink, and silverpoint. What turned
out to be his tour de force, however, are “smoke paintings.” Using a technique he developed and perfected,
Hayashi applies smoke from burning wooden matches
to create striking and beguiling images on paper.

Linda Yoshizawa is still another guest artist. Her artwork blends two cultural sensibilities - American and
Japanese. Having learned at an early age the symbolism
of haiku and Zen proverbs, she creates monotypes in
which elements of nature serve as metaphors for the
human condition. Linda uses water-soluble ink rolled
over a thin line drawing of printing oil that acts like a
resist and enables her to depict foliage and other delicate shapes in a decidedly spiritual cast. Lately, she has
printed editions of collagraphs, made solar plate etchings, and experimented with printing on silk.

“Ancestral Mountains” by Linda Yoshizawa
“Heaven-Haven” Smoke Image by Pat Hayashi

Along with Hayashi’s work, the exhibit features ceramics by guest artists Lauri Moffet-Fehlberg and Kurt
Fehlberg, both professional architects. Lauri combines
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The gallery’s fifteen member artists will also have paintings, photographs, ceramics, jewelry and finely-crafted
woodware on display during the entire show, which
runs until August 12th.
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To help celebrate the opening, the public is invited to
a free reception on Saturday, June 10th from 5:00 to
7:00 pm in the gallery at 522 Center Street in Moraga’s
Rheem Shopping Center. Come to meet the artists and
enjoy light snacks, a glass of wine, and live music.

522 Center Street in Moraga’s Rheem Shopping Center
Gallery hours are Wednesday through Sunday, noon to 5:00pm
Visit www.MoragaArtGallery.com or call 925-376-5407

Rashmi Rajesh

in

Several Shows

Rashmi Rajesh will be participating in several shows
coming up this Spring.

The Glover Group

at

Orinda Library

“Color and Light: The Legacy Continues” will be on
display throughout the month of May at the Orinda
Library Gallery. The exhibit and sale will show over 60
plein air paintings by 15 members of The Glover Group.
LAA members include Sylvia Fones of Piedmont and
Mary Spain and Maria SantoStefano of Orinda. Members enjoy painting together on a regular basis and have
a passion for the beautiful farmland, coastal and rural
geography of the San Francisco Bay Area and Northern
California. They trace their legacy to the rich colorist
tradition of Oakland’s Society of Six, Lundy Siegriest
and Orinda’s own late great Pam Glover, whose work
will also be shown. Twenty per cent of sales go to the
Lamorinda Arts Council, providing funds to support
the arts in our local schools and community.
Gallery hours are: Monday thru Thursday, 10:00-8:00,
Friday and Saturday, 10:00-6:00, and Sunday. 1:00-5:00.

“Journey” by Rashmi Rajesh

Her paintings, “Far, Far Away” and “Journey”, will be
in the “Anything Goes” show at the Raquel Amaral Art
Gallery in Concord from April 15th to May 14th. Rashmi
will also be in the juried show, “Out-rageous” at the
San Francisco Women Artists Gallery, May 8th to June
3rd.

“Colors of Autumn” by Rashmi Rajesh
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Carla Gelbaum

at

Arc Gallery

East Bay Open Studios

Carla Gelbaum's painting, "Ninth Bloom" was accepted
in a juried exhibit at the Arc Gallery in San Francisco,
May 20th to June 10th. The exhibit, titled "Summer of
Love", celebrates the 50 year anniversary of the Summer
of Love in San Francisco. There will be an Opening
Reception Saturday, May 20th, 7:00 to 9:00 pm and a
Closing Reception and Artists' Talk Saturday, June 10th,
1:00 to 3:00 pm. Arc Gallery is located at 1246 Folsom
Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.

The 2017 East Bay Open Studios with twenty artists
will be held over two weekends, June 10th and 11th, and
June 17th and 18th, from 11:00 am to 6:00 pm each day.
There will be live music from 1:00 to 3:00 pm each day.
Wenda Pyman, Linda Yoshizawa and Carol Tarzier are
participating in the show. The show is held at a central
location at 401 26th Street at Broadway in Oakland.

Lamorinda Arts Alliance Show & Sale
Save The Date: The third annual Lamorinda Arts

Alliance Art Show & Sale will be held on Saturday
October 14th, 2017. Applications for the event will be
sent out about Thursday, June 1st and the deadline to
apply will be Tuesday, August 1st. This is a great opportunity to show your work, visit with other LAA members and meet and talk with art lovers in the community. The prior two shows were a great success, and each
one gets better! It’s a wonderful venue.

“Ninth Bloom” by Carla Gelbaum
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Diablo Fine Art Gallery Seeks
Artist

an

“Syncopation” at Blackhawk Gallery

The Diablo Fine Art Gallery is seeking an abstract
painter to join their group of artists. The gallery would
like the new artist to start showing in the gallery as
soon as June 1st.
If you are interested and would like more information
and to find out what you need to do to apply, please
contact Judy Miller at JudySculpt@yahoo.com 925360-1969 or Margaret Lucas-Hill at Info@lucashillarts.
com 510-882-2450.

1535 Palos Verdes Mall in Walnut Creek (at Lunardi’s Shopping Center)
Gallery hours are Thursday through Sunday from noon to 5:00 pm
Call 925-933-4278

Lamorinda Arts Alliance Summer Show
at Diablo Fine Art Gallery
Lamorinda Arts Alliance has announced that it will
host a Summer Show at Diablo Fine Art Gallery during
the month of July.
The event will be open to all LAA members and will
feature both two-dimensional and three-dimensional
artwork.

The Alamo Danville Artists’ Society will be exhibiting
the show “Syncopation” at Blackhawk Gallery through
July 9th.
The gallery is located at 3416 Blackhawk Plaza Circle in
Danville. Gallery hours are Monday through Saturday,
10:00 am to 8:00 pm and Sunday 11:00 am to 6:00 pm.

Mark Jezierny Plein Air Classes
Mark Jezierny is teaching ongoing weekly Plein Air
painting classes. Classes are on Fridays from 10:00 am
to 2:00 pm and a series lasts four to five weeks.

A theme for the show has not yet been announced.
Additional information, including an application form
and prospectus, will be emailed to members in the
coming weeks. Be sure to watch your email if you are
interested in participating!
“Newhall Community Park, Concord” by Mark Jezierny

Mark has created art for 38 years and painted seriously
for 25 years. He paints in oils and acrylics on canvas
or board, many en plein air. He has an impressionistic
style that is unconventional yet boldly realistic. He uses
color to convey mood along with atmosphere, perspective and an energy that depicts the overall spirit of the
subject matter.
“Food Fight” by Pat Hayashi
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For information, email Mark at JezArt@astound.net
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“ARTerial” at Valley Art Gallery
“ARTerial” is the spring show at Valley Art Gallery running through May 13th. Geoffrey Meredith and Debby
Koonce are both showing their art in the show.
Geoff was initially trained by his mother, a well-known
painter in New York. He went on to major in Art at
Princeton University, post-graduate studies at The
Hellenic Institute in Athens, Greece, and a Masters
from Stanford. He then embarked on a 25-year career in advertising, only recently embracing painting
full-time.
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in the Bay Area. Mostly landscapes, these works are
grounded in representation, then abstracted to distill
form and color. Sometimes a painting will stay representational; other times it will be much more abstract.
The other style uses the Abstract Expression paintings
of the 1950’s and ‘60s mainly in New York, larger nonobjective abstract gestural works that are graphic archetypes that can communicate across time and culture.
Both styles are meant to be pleasing to the eye in terms
of subject, form and color, a goal that is by no means
universal in the contemporary art scene.
Debby Koonce studied fine art at Rochester Institute of
Technology and California College of the Arts. She is
a painter of landscapes who specializes in the exploration of the uses of light and shadow in oil and acrylic
media. Debby is inspired by vistas, architecture, quaint
alleyways, gated compounds and garden settings. Her
sense of color, scale and interplay of dark and light are
focused to create a feeling of realism that is heightened
by imagination.
Debby has been drawing and painting from an early
age. Moving from charcoal to pastels to oil painting,
she transitioned from still life to paintings of landscapes and architecture. She developed a love for painting outdoors where she is challenged and inspired by
the light of the passing day. Her compositions are fresh
depictions of shadows, sunlight, atmosphere, and color.

“Lombard Street #3” by Geoffrey Meredith

Geoff works in two distinctly different styles. One,
which has been called “NorCal Representational
Abstraction”, is a 21st Century reinterpretation of the
“Bay Area Figurative Movement” of the 1950s and ‘60s
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“Briones Trails” by Debby Koonce
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Abstract Figurative Workshop
Studio 55

at

The new Studio 55 Martinez is pleased to announce
their first two-day workshop with abstract figurative
artist Sefla Joseph.
Sefla writes, “My abstract figurative workshop is all
about getting loose
and
experiencing
the joy of painting.
My process involves
exploration
and
discovery. We will
work with layering,
texture, values, and
loose rapid spontaneous brushwork,
while
searching
for the inner life of
our figures. All levels of painters are
welcome.”

“Touched by San Miguel” by Sarah Augusta

You can get more
information about Sefla at www.seflajoseph.com or
register online at www.studio55martinez.com/workshops-open-studios/. If you have questions, email
hello@studio55martinez.com.

Mira White Workshops
Mira M. White is a mixed media artist who believes
that visual art has a transformative purpose. She synthesizes different influences into her art with a rich and
complex imagery that tells of the connection between
the outer experience of daily life and the inner world of
a developing spiritual heart. She works with multiple
media and includes in her arsenal oils, acrylics, watercolor, soft pastels, all drawing processes and encaustic.
Her images usually inhabit ambiguous spaces, watery
and atmospheric. Pieces are layered and developed
over an extended period. Sequence, chronology and
time play a significant role in these works, regardless
of the medium. There is often an intentional blurring
of boundaries between the physical and the psychicalthis is what sustains her interest and what, for her, continuously opens up future possibilities.
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Mira teaches a variety of drawing and painting classes
through Lafayette Studio, Richmond Art Center and
Studio One Art Center. Please refer to her website
www.MiraMWhite.com for further information on her
summer teaching schedule.
Watch for her work in the exciting three person exhibit
at the Danville Village Front Gallery, “Mixed Media
Meets Melted Wax!” August 30th to October 14th with
a reception Thursday, August 31st from 6:00 to 8:00 pm.
Mira has two exciting artist workshops upcoming:
“The Abstract Beauty of Black”, June 14th to the 16th, at
the Mendocino Art Center, and “Stunning Abstracts
with Soft Pastels”, August 14th to the 17th, at the Pacific
Northwest School of Art in Coupeville (Whidbey
Island), Washington.
For more information on Mira’s workshops, contact
her at MiraMWhite@earthlink.net.

Upcoming Events at Jennifer
Perlmutter Gallery
Jennifer has a number of upcoming events of interest.
On Thursday, May 11th from 6:00 to 8:00 pm, you are
invited to a reception benefitting the important work of
the Lafayette Juniors. See functional art glass by Vivien
Hart, Siobhan Reilly Hughes and Kristi Kohut. Ten
percent of sales in May will benefit Lafayette Juniors.
Tuesday, May 23rd, Jennifer is having a workshop with
artist and designer Shannon Kaye on “Hue and Color
Theory”. Shannon’s talent for color and interiors is unmatched and her workshop so informative that this is
the third time she has been invited to speak!
You’ll learn about the Munsell color wheel and see how
colors relate to each other. This interactive workshop
helps both the design enthusiasts and decor challenged
find unique and beautiful colors for their homes. And,
you’ll have the opportunity to ask a design expert about
your own projects! Click here for information and to
register for the workshop.
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Event Calendar
through May 11
through May 13
through May 14
all of May
through July 9
May 11
May 2 - May 5
May 6 - June 11
May 8 - June 3
May 20 - June 10
May 21
May 23
May 26
June 1
June 7 - August 12
June 10, 11, 17 & 18
June 17 & 18
all of July
August 1
October 14

Roswitha Kress at Boundary Oaks
ARTerial at Valley Art Gallery
Rashmi Rajesh at Raquel Amaral Gallery
The Glover Group at Orinda Library
Syncopation at Blackhawk Gallery
Lafayette Juniors Reception at Jennifer Perlmutter
Alain Picard Workshop
Art to Soothe the Soul at Piedmont Center
Rashmi Rajesh at SF Women Artists Gallery
Carla Gelbaum at Arc Gallery
Farewell Reception at Town Hall Theatre
Hue and Color at Jennifer Perlmutter Gallery
Reception at Piedmont Center for the Arts
Look for information on LAA Show & Sale
Experiments and Explorations at Moraga Gallery
East Bay Open Studios
Strotz and Schwartz Pop-Up Show & Sale
LAA Summer Show at Diablo Fine Art Gallery
Application Deadline for LAA Show and Sale
Lamorinda Arts Alliance Show & Sale

Ongoing

Various Artist Getaways
Mark Jezierny plein air classes
Mira White Workshops

P.O. Box 6804
Moraga, CA 94570

The Coffey Corner
Remember that one of the benefits of LAA membership is the ability to have your own gallery page hosted
on our website. It’s not there automatically, you have
to ask for it. If you do want to have your own gallery,
request it from Webmaster@laa4art.org.
Share information about upcoming shows, exhibits,
events and art projects. E-mail information of interest
you would like to share to the editor, Mark Coffey, at
Editor@laa4art.org.
The Lamorinda Arts Alliance Newsletter is published
six times a year at the beginning of odd-numbered
months. The deadline for submission of articles and
images is generally the 20th day of the month prior to
publication.
Check out our Facebook page. “Like” us, share and post
your events. Use the Events Page of our website to post
your shows, exhibits, awards, workshops and seminars
as well as other items you think may be of interest to
our members.

